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Very good game! I created my community where tennis tournaments will be held! All who wish to participate, follow the link!
Let's make this game even more interesting!. I very rarely write game reviews but I really wanted to write one for AO Tennis.
The reason being that as a Tennis fan a player, I've been looking for a good tennis game for quite a while now. I played Top
Spin 4 a lot, and it's crazy tot hink that there hasn't been a gem that came close to it so so many years later! I wasn't sure about
buying it, given the mixed reviews, but trust me, the game is a great tennis sim. I gather most of the bad reviews were from the
game launch were it was incomplete and just unfinished, bugs and glitches. The game plays really good now! So here's this
generation Top Spin 4. It's career mode isn't as comprehensive as TS4, however, the fact that there's soo much user created
content (and great content) as well as powerful creation tools, means that you can play essentially ANY tournament, with every
single player past and present. I actually managed to make a good avatar of myself and some of the pros uploaded vy the
community are the best in any game out there. It has a Playface system that allows you to scan real faces for the character
models. People can upload images (even .svg) for logos and other graphics, which makes it possible to have real sponsors for
tournaments and I've been thoroughly impressed with the detail in sponsored clothing. Gameplay is actually amazing once you
get the hang of it. It really does take a lot more time to get used to it, but once you do, it's fantastic and actually makes a lot
more sense than most tennis games. The central idea is that the power and accuracy of your shots actually depend on the timing
when you hit the ball, rather than "charging your shot power and releasing". It's actually very reminiscent of the way you play
good tennis IRL. You'll lose a lot of easy matches at first, but once you get it, it's spot on. I love the realism in reactions
(although there could be more), and the inclusion of Hawk Eye challenges is incredible. It's super satisfying to win a challenge
after a wrong call on a critical point, and the audience reaction to it adds an even extra layer of realism. TL;DR If you love
tennis or tennis videogames and haven't found anything good after TS4, this is the right game for you. Honestly the game may
not have been good on release, but it's a fantastic value at it's current (non discounted) price. Get it and enjoy it.. Personally 7/10
As a tennis fan and a gamer, generally I like this game, the on court part is not bad. But I think the game is still incomplete,
much things needs to be done and improved, bugs, details, game cotents, etc. It's not a "Typical" tennis game, creativity of the
users is the feature. I don't care if I can use Nadal or Kerber, the most interesting part is creating my own players to play in
career mode and online and share with others. But player creating is still too simple, needs more custom features in every part,
such as play styles and uniforms. And PlayFace is a joke. In career mode I can only do two things, playing and training, no
diverse elements, the training system is boring. All system generated players look the same and ugly. This game is community-
focused, A large number of users is necessary, most of the time I can hardly find an opponent, and the search system needs to be
improved. Loading is too slow, even in SSD. For years it's hard to find a good tennis game on PC, maybe I shouldn't ask for too
much? besides, the price is really a little bit expensive, some of my friends say no when I recommend to them. All in all, AO
International Tennis has the potential to be great, but for now it's not good enough.. sexy ladies!. I really like this game so far. I
just won my first career match. After being 1-5 down, I beat the No 3 seeded player in a Futures tournament 7-5, 6-3. It was
hard work, but a lot of fun.. This is the only tennis game since Top Spin 4 back in 2011, that puts an emphasis on simulation,
rather than arcade action. It's far from perfect, but you have to cut the developers some well-earned slack, man. Tennis games
are a risky business, the licenses are expensive and the sales figures are questionable. I, for one, am grateful that there finally is
another tennis game with good controls, an ok gameplay and an in-depth character creator with career mode. Yeah, the graphics
are a little bland and basically the same as TS4, but immersive enough to let you dive into the experience. Pros: + Decent
controls + Detailed character editor + Australian Open fully licensed + Licensed players such as: Nadal, Isner, Goffin (ATP) or
Kerber, Radwanska, Stosur (WTA) + Multiplayer Cons: - Aged graphics - Sometimes not-so-good character animations - Bland
training mini-games (Career) Indecisive: o Missing licenses for French Open, Wimbledon and US Open (like I said before,
licenses are expensive - I really can't consider that as a con) If you like tennis games, give this game a try. You might want to
wait until it's on Sale, but don't pirate it.. 1. The tournaments in Career mode should be fixed! Master 1000 Tournaments's
duration is in 2 weeks. Unfortunately the Madrid and Rome Championship (Master 1000) are scheduled in 2 consecutive weeks.
That means people cannot compete in Rome after finishing the Madrid Open, also it's the same with Roger Cup and Cincinnati
Open. I hope this will be fixed soon in next update. 2. It's very happy to see the MPH-ServeSpeed be added in this game. Either
it can be a setting or be added directly in tournaments where it has been used (Wimbledon, US Open.)
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